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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 208 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.Shane Ryan and his ghostbusting partner,
Frank Benedict, have been killing ghosts all over New England. Hes always thought the jobs were
random until he runs into The Watchers, an elite group whos decided Shane is a threat to their own
sinister plans. Their leader, Harlan Canus, sends Shane a gruesome message that cant be ignored.
Marie Lafontaine joins Shane and Frank as they descend on Borgin Keep, which is set in the lush
hills of Vermont. They discover The Watchers have a few ghastly secrets of their own, hidden within
the chilling castle. Emmanuel Borgin, long dead, has an uneasy alliance with Watchers. Alliance or
not, Shane is determined to finish the job even if it means destroying Harlan right along with the
deadly Emmanuel! The trio searches the hidden passages and secret rooms for Emmanuels bones,
realizing Borgin Keep is a shifting house of horrors. From the flesh-eating undead to faceless
demons, Emmanuel throws his worst supernatural minions at the crew. Shane knows hes got to
stop Emmanuel and Harlan or more innocents will die, suffering unspeakable torture,...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Tr ever  V on-- Tr ever  V on

This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will get a enjoyment of looking at a
created publication.
-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD
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